The Isolation of X

The Isolation of X is a mosaic of interrelated characters seeking happiness, answers, meaning
and fulfillment in New York City; among them are thirty-four year old Lloyd Ellis Stone,
husband, Graphic Designer by profession, painter by passion who is forced into unknown
territory when he finds his mental and physical health undergoing inexplicable changes, and
his talent vanishing. There’s also Sage Marie Simone, a best-selling author in the Self-Help
industry who finds her life beset with bizarre and painful shifts that are only amplified when
she finds out her husband and best friends are each going through unimaginable challenges of
their own, and after helping millions she can’t seem to help herself or the people who matter
most to her. This is not a book for everyone; this is book for believers, hopers and dreamers.
This is a book for lovers; of God, of life and of love itself. It’s a story about true love,
forgiveness, good vs evil, universal laws and our ability to create our own life experiences and
a pit-bull that loves comedies. It’s a story about the things no one talks about. It’s a story
about your life.
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